Acca Kappa is a niche brand recognised as a byword for luxury and reliability,
coming from an Italian family-run operation that dates back to 1869. Acca
Kappa is today a world leader thanks to the quality of its products, which are
born of a unique workmanship that is part and parcel of the taste, culture and
excellence, underlying the “Made in Italy” label.
The White Moss toiletries collection offers simple, elegant design, the highest
possible quality and the use of the best natural ingredients. Featuring Acca
Kappa’s signature fragrance, this collection is perfect for men and women
alike. The formulations are produced embracing the values of nature and
tradition, combining wonderful textures for the body, superbly natural
fragrances and natural active ingredients.

www.shopaccakappa.com

Italian family run company established in 1869
New to the Australian hospitality market
The White Moss Collection incorporates the brand’s signature fragrance
Acca Kappa fine fragrances available in Australia exclusively through Saison, purveyors of luxury home
fragrance, perfume and lifestyle brands.
Dispenser program available with the innovative Disappearing Mini-Bracket
Products are dermatologically tested and do not contain potentially harmful substances such as
parabens, silicone or GMOs
62,176 followers on Facebook

30ml, 40ml, 50ml or 75ml bottles. Glossy black screw caps.
Wrap around, black and white labels
Contains beneficial botanicals and the signature White Moss fragrance
30gr Facial Bar and 50gr Massage Bar in white packaging available
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360ml white dispenser bottles with tamper-proof black pumps
Screen printed, black and white labels
Clear viewing strip on the side of each bottle enables Housekeeping to monitor fill level
Theft-proof Disappearing Mini-Bracket mounts to wall with 3M tape
Contains beneficial botanicals and the signature White Moss fragrance
30gr Facial Bar and 50gr Massage Bar in white packaging available
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